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The next time you are feeling like the ultimate multitasker, consider actress Hunter Phoenix who uses
her vocation as therapy. Okay, that’s an oversimplification. When the director of the London based
production of Streetcar Named Desire cast her in the role of Blanche “Because it’s going to be fascinating to watch you fall apart (emotionally)”; that would likely seem intimidating to most of us. It was
to Hunter, until she realized this was a chance to lead out a very different life without repercussions.
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The actress decided to embrace the unknown, resulting in two decades of a highly successful career
in Canada and Europe. Seeking new experiences for growth has now led her to Hollywood and the
ever changing possibilities of acting. The long list of Canadian actors contributing to American Television and Film such as; Raymond Burr, Dan Aykroyd, Pamela Anderson, Rachel McAdams, Mike Myers, Ryan Reynolds, Ellen Page…and honestly, too many to mention here, continues to grow. Hunter
Phoenix is following the path of her fellow countrymen by investing in Hollywood’s possibilities. She
is no stranger to the international film industry (taking part in films recognized at the Oldenburg Film
Festival, Toronto Black Film Festival, Sundance Film Festival, and the Cannes Film Festival, plus
many others) and Los Angeles is astute in recognizing her luminous qualities. Following years of establishing herself in the Canadian and European markets as a talented and charismatic actress, Ms.
Phoenix has increasingly appeared in many different formats here in the United States. Modern actors
cross many varied platforms including; film, television, theater, even web-based, Hunter has immersed herself into all of these. In 2016 you can find Hollywood’s A-list at your local theater, on a cable series, or in original content for websites such as Funny or Die.
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Producer (and actress) Maria Rohm has worked with everyone from Orson Welles to Christoph
Waltz. She knows how to recognize talent as well as marketability. Maria has worked with Ms.
Phoenix on multiple films and notes, “Hunter is very unique as an actress. She has the ability to convey vulnerability and handle the most dramatic scenes but also has great comedic timing. You rarely
see that in a woman of such poise, beauty and grace. She raises the bar of any project she becomes involved in.”
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For the film High Adventure (distributed in Canada by Universal Studios Home Video), Hunter played
the role of Ingrid, Chris Quartermain’s ex-girlfriend. Phoenix’s performance added greatly to the
depth of the film according to its director Mark Roper who relates, “What these two characters create
on-screen and accomplish in this movie is transcendent, and greatly responsible for the movie’s overwhelming commercial success. This was largely due to Hunter’s commitment to her performance in
this role.” It is readily apparent in the film that Phoenix enjoys the subtle nuances and mannerisms of
her performance. No doubt her costars appreciate the fact that she helps the audience to see the main
character through her eyes, allowing them to become more real, flawed, and interesting. Hunter considers this to be one of her finest achievements as an actress, to aid the audience in seeing deeper into
the characters.
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Pact with the Devil is a modern adaptation of Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray and would
seem an appropriate analogy for the lifestyle and challenges of the entertainment industry. The film’s
cast includes Malcolm McDowell (A Clockwork Orange, The Artist), Christoph Waltz (Django Unchained, Inglorious Bastards, Spectre) and, as Isabella…Hunter Phoenix. Producer David Goldstein
describes Hunter in the film as “commanding the screen” and “fascinating to watch!” Phoenix’s physical beauty is natural as a character that has an affair with the handsome Dorian Gray; what comes as
a complete surprise is her comedic timing. Her performance gives unexpected moments of humor
and levity to a dark story being played out by actors with potent gravitas. “I have written roles for
Hunter on several movies and she makes the characters tangible and temporarily suspends all disbelief. When watching Hunter, you forget that she is an actress playing the part; she just IS that person.”
remarks writer Peter Jobin.
In a more family themed role, Hunter will appear as Sabrina Baroque in The Bandit Hound II (she is
also credited in The Bandit Hound I). This family tale centers on an unwitting dog’s involvement in an
armed robbery and his road to redemption through the love of his adoptive family. In addition to
Phoenix, the cast includes household names like; Catherine Bell (JAG), Paul Sorvino (Goodfellas),
Lou Ferrigno (The Incredible Hulk), and Judd Nelson (The Breakfast Club). The Bandit Hound and The
Bandit Hound II’s director Michelle Danner praises Hunter remarking, “I was inspired by this new actress and immediately made the decision to cast Hunter in the sequel ‘Bandit Hound II.’ The chemistry
between Hunter and two of our leads was magnetic, a crucial element to achieving the heartwarming
finale we’re hoping for.” In the sequel, the bank robbers are locked up but Sabrina is their “man on
the outside.” Sabrina is the typical pretty face who aligns herself with the bad boys but she has a secret…one that will require viewing of the movie to reveal…no spoilers here. With the movie set to begin filming in 2016, fans of the film will have to wait a while to discover the plot twists. In the meanhttps://tinseltownnewsnow.net/2016/06/27/hunter-phoenix-uses-acting-as-the-ultimate-rpg/
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time, to get their portion of Hunter, they’ll have to do no more than turn on their computers. Just as
cable grew into the creative and ratings juggernaut it is, the web is a new avenue for many a creative
series.

For someone like Hunter Phoenix who has tested herself in live theater, television, and films, seeing
what online entertainment can do is a natural exploration. She is cast as Vanessa in Uncensored Hollywood, a series about aspiring actors in Hollywood and the culture of sex, drugs, alcohol, and lies. The
subject matter could lend itself to drama but the tone is definitely one of comedy. With episodic titles
like; “Arnold Schwarzenegger and Godot”, “The King’s Speech – Made in Hollywood”, “Game of
Thrones – The amateurs”, and “SNL Tennessee Williams” it is easy to see that the series pokes fun at
the self important side of Hollywood as well as pop-culture. Phoenix describes her character Vanessa
as a former child actor/now talent agent, full of grit and toughness, while still being humorous and
fragile (due to her ex-husband). The role is a perfect place for the actress to show an intense yet
comedic facet of her inner self. That seems understandable for someone whose achievements range
from Tennessee Williams to Second City improv. Hunter embraces Uncensored Hollywood and her
character stating, “What makes the show both poignant and funny is that it contains that kernel of
truth. It’s not me but I draw on my own experiences to breathe emotional vibrance into Vanessa’s
world.” This acting therapy that Hunter uses allows her to be people that she isn’t, while doing
things she’d probably never be comfortable doing, and somehow results in her being a more actualized self. Maria Rohm of (Tower of London Films) describes Phoenix stating, “Hunter is also one of
the kindest and most caring people I have ever met. She worked with street youth, mentoring them
for a number of years during her time in Toronto through Covenant House, and she gives generously
to animal welfare charities.” Hunter’s personal form of acting therapy results in great work that is appreciated by the industry, as well as therapeutic side effects for herself and those around her.
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